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The table below summarizes the Set 2 RAIs from the Safety and Code Review Branch1 which
have responses included in this attachment.
RAI #
2.1
2.3
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
2.20
2.21
2.22

Title
RAI-3
RAI-3
RAI-3
RAI-3
RAI-3
RAI-2
RAI-3
RAI-3
RAI-3
RAI-3

-

Downcomer stored energy release
Break flow model
Core Flooding
Liquid Entrainment
Upper Plenum Entrainment
Hot leg entrainment
Steam Quenching
Col Leg/Accumulator Condensation
Downcomer Condensation
Loop Flow Split

Note: These Set 2 RAIs are addressed by reference to the response to Set 3 RAI
SCVB-RAI-1 1.
2
The table below summarizes the Set 3 RAIs from the Containment and Ventilation Branch
which have responses included in this attachment.

RAI #
SCVB-RAI-1
SCVB-RAI-2
SCVB-RAI-5
SCVB-RAI-6
SCVB-RAI-7
SCVB-RAI-8
SCVB-RAI-9
SCVB-RAI-10
SCVB-RAI-1 1

Title
Methodology on Modeling Containment Condition
Direct Vessel Injection and ADS-4 Operation
GOTHIC Topical Report
GOTHIC Running In Parallel With WCOBRA/TRAC
24-hr Containment Pressure
24-hr Integrated Mass and Energy Release via Break
Conservatism of Calculated Containment Pressure Peak
Limitation of Containment Modeling for WCAP-1 7721 Methodology
Conformance of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.203, "Transient and
Accident Analysis Methods"

Request for Additional Information Re: Westinghouse Electric Company Topical Report
WCAP-17721-P, Revision 0, and WCAP-17721-NP, Revision 0, "Westinghouse Containment Analysis
Methodology - PWR [Pressurized Water Reactor] LOCA [Loss-Of-Coolant Accident] Mass and Energy
Release Calculation Methodology," - Set 2 (Safety and Code Review Branch) (TAC No. MF1797),
October 20, 2014 (ADAMS Accession No. ML14254A251)
2

Request for Additional Information Re: Westinghouse Electric Company Topical Report
WCAP-1 7721-P, Revision 0, and WCAP-1 7721-NP, Revision 0, "Westinghouse Containment Analysis
Methodology - PWR [Pressurized Water Reactor] LOCA [Loss-Of-Coolant Accident] Mass and Energy
Release Calculation Methodology" - Set 3 (Containment and Ventilation Branch) (TAC No. MF1797),
October 20, 2014 (ADAMS Accession No. ML14254A260)
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2.1 RAI-3 - Downcomer stored energy release
RAI:Demonstrate that the method for modeling the downcomer stored energy release in
WCOBAR(sic)F'RAC) (WC/T) is appropriate for the Mass and Energy (M&E) evaluation model
such that the mass and energy release is adequately predicted.
Comment:In section 2.11 of their initial submittal, Westinghouse stated that the same
downcomer stored energy release model was used for the emergency core cooler system
evaluation model as were used in the M&E evaluation model. However, the ECCS evaluation
model is focused on obtaining an adequate prediction of peak cladding temperature. On the
other hand, the M&E evaluation model is focused on obtaining an adequate prediction of the
mass and energy release rates to obtain an adequate prediction of containment pressures and
temperatures. Because the figure of merit between the two evaluation models is substantial
different, what may be conservative or adequate in one evaluation model may be nonconservative or inadequate in the other. For example, the M&E release is generally decreased
to generate a conservative PCT calculation. On the other hand, the M&E release rate is
generally increased to generate a conservative containment pressure calculation.
Westin-ghouse Response
See the response to Set 3 RAI SCVB-RAI-1 1.

2.3 RAI-3 - Break flow model
RAI:Demonstrate that break flow model used in WC/T provides an appropriate prediction of the
break flow for the M&E evaluation model such that the mass and energy release is adequately
predicted.
Comment: In table 4-1, row 12 of their initial submittal [1], Westinghouse stated that the same
break flow model was used for the ECCS evaluation model as were used in the M&E evaluation
model. However, the ECCS evaluation model is focused on obtaining an adequate prediction of
PCT. On the other hand, the M&E evaluation model is focused on obtaining an adequate
prediction of the mass and energy release rates to obtain an adequate prediction of containment
pressures and temperatures. Because the figure of merit between the two evaluation models is
substantial different, what may be conservative or adequate in one evaluation model may be
non-conservative or inadequate in the other. For example, the M&E release is generally
decreased to generate a conservative PCT calculation. On the other hand, the M&E release
rate is generally increased to generate a conservative containment pressure calculation.
Westin-ghouse Response
See the response to Set 3 RAI SCVB-RAI-1 1.
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2.5 RAI-3 - Core flooding
RAI:Describe the validation data which supports WC/T ability to model the core flooding rate
and demonstrate that this data justifies WC/T ability to predict the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) transient response for the M&E evaluation model.
Comment:ln table 4-1 row 16 of their initial submittal [1], Westinghouse stated ECCS evaluation
model had been validated for the core flooding rate by comparison with experimental data.
However, the ECCS evaluation model is focused on obtaining an adequate prediction of PCT.
On the other hand, the M&E evaluation model is focused on obtaining an adequate prediction of
the mass and energy release rates to obtain an adequate prediction of containment pressures
and temperatures. Because the figure of merit between the two evaluation models is substantial
different, what may be conservative or adequate in one evaluation model may be nonconservative or inadequate in the other. For example, the M&E release is generally decreased
to generate a conservative PCT calculation. On the other hand, the M&E release rate is
generally increased to generate a conservative containment pressure calculation.
Westinghouse Response
See the response to Set 3 RAI SCVB-RAI-1 1.

2.6 RAI-3 - Liquid Entrainment
RAI:Describe the validation data which supports WC/Tlability to model liquid entrainment and
demonstrate that this data justifies WC/T ability to predict the RCS transient response for the
.7
-M&E evaluation model.
Comment:ln table 4-1 row 16 of their initial submittal [1], Westinghouse stated ECCS evaluation
model had been validated for liquid entrainment by comparison with experimental data.
However, the ECCS evaluation model is focused on obtaining an adequate prediction of PCT.
On the other hand, the M&E evaluation model is focused on obtaining an adequate prediction of
the mass and energy release rates to obtain an adequate prediction of containment pressures
and temperatures. Because the figure of merit between the two evaluation models is substantial
different, what may be conservative or adequate in one evaluation model may be nonconservative or inadequate in the other. For example, the M&E release is generally decreased
to generate a conservative PCT calculation. On the other hand, the M&E release rate is
generally increased to generate a conservative containment pressure calculation.
Westinghouse Response
See the response to Set 3 RAI SCVB-RAI-1 1.
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2.7 RAI-3 - Upper plenum entrainment
RAI:Demonstrate that method for modeling the upper plenum entrainment/de-entrainment and
condensation in WC/T is appropriate for the M&E evaluation model such that the mass and
energy release is adequately predicted.
Comment:ln section 2.5 of their initial submittal [1], Westinghouse stated that the same upper
plenum entrainment/de-entrainment and condensation model was used for the ECCS evaluation
model as were used in the M&E evaluation model. However, the ECCS evaluation model is
focused on obtaining an adequate prediction of PCT. On the other hand, the M&E evaluation
model is focused on obtaining an adequate prediction of the mass and energy release rates to
obtain an adequate prediction of containment pressures and temperatures. Because the figure
of merit between the two evaluation models is substantial different, what may be conservative or
adequate in one evaluation model may be non-conservative or inadequate in the other. For
example, the M&E release is generally decreased to generate a conservative PCT calculation.
On the other hand, the M&E release rate is generally increased to generate a conservative
containment pressure calculation.
Westinghouse Response
See the response to Set 3 RAI SCVB-RAI-1 1.

2.8 RAI-2 - Hot leg entrainment
RAI:The justification for the hot leg entrainment/de-entrainment being independent of the
pressure seems to suggest that all entrainment/de-entrainment modeling is independent of the
final pressure calculation as the RCS steam temperatures will match those on the secondary
side within minutes after event initiation. However, this concept seems to be in contradiction
with the M&E Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) which has entrainment and
de-entrainment as high ranked phenomena as well as the other changes to the M&E model to
better model the heat transfer from the secondary side to the primary side in the steam
generators. Provide further clarification on this topic.
Comment:ln section 2.7 of their initial submittal [1], Westinghouse stated that the sensitivity
study performed which varied the slip in the hot leg demonstrated that the mass and energy
release (i.e., peak pressure) was relatively insensitive to the hot leg entrainment/deentrainment. This was verified through a sensitivity which varied the slip ratio in the hot leg.
Westinghouse Response
See the response to Set 3 RAI SCVB-RAI-1 1.
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2.9 RAI-3 - Steam Quenching
RAI:Describe the validation data which supports WC/T ability to model steam quenching and
demonstrate that this data justifies WC/T ability to predict the RCS transient response for the
M&E evaluation model. Both the steam quenching during reflood and post-reflood should be
considered.
Comment:ln table 4-1 row 18 of their initial submittal [1], Westinghouse stated ECCS evaluation
model had been validated for steam quenching by comparison with experimental data.
However, the ECCS evaluation model is focused on obtaining an adequate prediction of PCT.
On the other hand, the M&E evaluation model is focused on obtaining an adequate prediction of
the mass and energy release rates to obtain an adequate prediction of containment pressures
and temperatures. Because the figure of merit between the two evaluation models is substantial
different, what may be conservative or adequate in one evaluation model may be nonconservative or inadequate in the other. For example, the M&E release is generally decreased
to generate a conservative PCT calculation. On the other hand, the M&E release rate is
generally increased to generate a conservative containment pressure calculation.
Westinghouse Response
See the response to Set 3 RAI SCVB-RAI-1 1.

2.20 RAI-3 - Cold leg/accumulator condensation
RAI: Describe the validation data which supports WC/T ability to model cold leg/accumulator
condensation and demonstrate that this data justifies WC/T ability to predict the RCS transient
response for the M&E evaluation model.
Comment:ln section 2.9 of their initial submittal [1], Westinghouse stated that the same cold
leg/accumulator condensation model was used for the ECCS evaluation model as were used in
the M&E evaluation model. However, the ECCS evaluation model is focused on obtaining an
adequate prediction of PCT. On the other hand, the M&E evaluation model is focused on
obtaining an adequate prediction of the mass and energy release rates to obtain an adequate
prediction of containment pressures and temperatures. Because the figure of merit between the
two evaluation models is substantial different, what may be conservative or adequate in one
evaluation model may be non-conservative or inadequate in the other. For example, the M&E
release is generally decreased to generate a conservative PCT calculation. On the other hand,
the M&E release rate is generally increased to generate a conservative containment pressure
calculation.
Westinghouse Response
See the response to Set 3 RAI SCVB-RAI-1 1.
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2.21 RAI-3 - Downcomer condensation
RAI:Describe the validation data which supports WC/T ability to model downcomer
condensation and demonstrate that this data justifies WC/IT ability to predict the RCS transient
response for the M&E evaluation model.
Comment:ln section 2.10 of their initial submittal [1], Westinghouse stated that the same
downcomer condensation model was used for the ECCS evaluation model as were used in the
M&E evaluation model. However, the ECCS evaluation model is focused on obtaining an
adequate prediction of PCT. On the other hand, the M&E evaluation model is focused on
obtaining an adequate prediction of the mass and energy release rates to obtain an adequate
prediction of containment pressures and temperatures. Because the figure of merit between the
two evaluation models is substantial different, what may be conservative or adequate in one
evaluation model may be non-conservative or inadequate in the other. For example, the M&E
release is generally decreased to generate a conservative PCT calculation. On the other hand,
the M&E release rate is generally increased to generate a conservative containment pressure
calculation.
Westinghouse Response
See the response to Set 3 RAI SCVB-RAI-1 1.

2.22 RAI-3 - Loop flow split
RAI:Describe the validation data which supports WC/T ability to model the loop flow split and
demonstrate that this data justifies WC/T ability to predict the RCS transient response for the
M&E evaluation model.
Comment:ln section 2.13 of their initial submittal [1], Westinghouse stated that the same loop
flow split modeling was used for the ECCS evaluation model as were used in the M&E
evaluation model. However, the ECCS evaluation model is focused on obtaining an adequate
prediction of PCT. On the other hand, the M&E evaluation model is focused on obtaining an
adequate prediction of the mass and energy release rates to obtain an adequate prediction of
containment pressures and temperatures. Because the figure of merit between the two
evaluation models is substantial different, what may be conservative or adequate in one
evaluation model may be non-conservative or inadequate in the other. For example, the M&E
release is generally decreased to generate a conservative PCT calculation. On the other hand,
the M&E release rate is generally increased to generate a conservative containment pressure
calculation.
Westinghouse Response
See the response to Set 3 RAI SCVB-RAI-1 1.
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SCVB-RAI-1: Methodology on Modeling Containment Condition
Please describe the input requirement or disposition of the containment condition. The
containment condition may include the containment pressure and temperature conditions at the
break locations and safety injection flow conditions during recirculation phase. Provide
information about whether a containment model like the one developed with GOTHIC as shown
in WCAP-1 7721, Revision 0, TR is required in order to provide the required containment
condition. If a containment model is required, please prescribe such a requirement in WCAP17721, Revision 0. Otherwise, please specify how the containment condition shall be input and
justify its conservatism for the containment response.
Westinghouse Response
The containment pressure, recirculation start time, recirculation flow rate, and recirculation
enthalpy are required as input for the WCIT LOCA M&E release calculation. All of these input
values can be conservatively defined when not running the WC/T LOCA M&E model in parallel
with a containment model.
Using a higher containment backpressure will

]ac.

This is consistent with the recommendation in ANS 56.4-1983.

The recirdulation flow rate is calculated using a resistance model and, like the safety injection
]a~c Because the
flow rate, is [
water
temperature, starting
than
the
injection
higher
.- ecirculatibn water temperature is typically
]a will increase the steam release to
recirculation [
containment and result in a higher calculated containment pressure and temperature. Therefore,
when running the WC/T LOCA M&E model in stand-alone mode, the recirculation start time is
]a.c. The
typically [
recirculation start time is
]a.'. The
calculated recirculation water temperature output value from the containment model is used in
subsequent iterations.
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SCVB-RAI-2: Direct Vessel Injection and ADS-4 Operation
Provide the reason to introduce the direct vessel injection and ADS-4 operation in WCAP17721, Revision 0, that, as described, are applicable to the passive plant design. If WCAP17721, Revision 0, TR covers these two operations, then a complete description and
justification of modeling with WCOBRA/TRAC should be provided in WCAP-17721, Revision 0.
Otherwise, they should be removed from TR WCAP-17721, Revision 0.
Westin-ghouse Response
These two important phenomena are listed in the referenced LOCA M&E phenomena
identification and ranking table document. Westinghouse feels that it is important to include
them in the WCAP-17721-P Table 2-1 for completeness. The methodology that is described in
WCAP-1 7721-P does not consider these two phenomena because they are related to the
passive plant design. Instead, Sections 2.12 and 2.14 refer to another document that has not
yet been submitted to the NRC for review. Therefore, to eliminate a reference to a report that
has not yet been officially submitted, the last sentence in those two Sections will be revised in
the final version of the topical report as follows: The LOCA M&E release calculation
methodology for the passive plant design is described in a separate document that is not a part
of this topical report.
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SCVB-RAI-5: GOTHIC Topical Report
Section 5.2 stated that an approved GOTHIC TR was used in the proposed WCAP-17721,
Revision 0, TR methodology. Please add the approved GOTHIC TR in the reference section
(Section 9). In addition, specify the GOTHIC version that can be as used with COBRA/TRAC.
Westinghouse Response
WCAP-17721-P describes the PWR LOCA M&E release calculation methodology and how the
WC/T code has been modified to allow it to run in parallel with the GOTHIC containment
analysis code. The WCIT code can run in parallel with GOTHIC code versions that have the
InterProcess Communications option; this includes GOTHIC version 7.2 and subsequent
versions. Running the WC/T LOCA M&E release calculation coupled with a GOTHIC
containment model is an option for utilities that use GOTHIC to calculate the containment
response, but this is not a requirement for the LOCA M&E release calculation methodology.
A number of plants have amended their licensing basis to use the GOTHIC code for their
containment evaluation model. Typically, this has been done as part of a power uprate
submittal. The GOTHIC large dry containment model that is described in this topical report was
developed following the methodology that is presented in WCAP-17152-P, which supports an
extended power uprate submittal.
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SCVB-RAI-6: GOTHIC Running In Parallel With WCOBRA/TRAC
Provide the methodology for the requirement of time steps, e.g. maintaining relative magnitude
or ratio of time steps, used in both GOTHIC and WCOBRA/TRAC when GOTHIC is running in
parallel with WCOBRAITRAC. Provide these time steps used in both Sec. 5.3 and 6.1 cases."
Westinghouse Response
The time step sizes of the representative cases presented in topical report WCAP-17721-P are
consistent with Westinghouse guidance for each of the respective codes. Table 1 shows the
Westinghouse guidance recommendations for GOTHIC time steps for a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) transient. The representative GOTHIC model uses the time step data that is shown in
Table 2. These time steps are more restrictive than the guidance recommends to capture all
important containment response phenomena.

Table 1: Recommended Time Steps for LOCA

Table 2: GOTHIC Time Domain Data used in the Representative Case

Section 22-5 of the WCIT Code Qualification Document (CQD) (WCAP-12945-P-A Volume 4,
Revision 1) describes the development of the approved time step controls and the maximum
allowable time step sizes. A large number of WC/T simulations were performed for selected
experimental facilities and pressurized water reactors (PWRs) to determine the sensitivity of
calculated results to timestep controls and maximum allowable timestep sizes. [

]a,c The representative WC/T LOCA mass and energy release (M&E) model input

follows the CQD recommendations, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: WC/IT Time Domain Data used in the Representative Case

When WC/T and GOTHIC are coupled the codes execute in parallel with their own time steps
and are synchronized through the read/write run-time files to provide to each other timeconsistent information. The code with the larger time step (typically GOTHIC) waits at the end of
each time step for the other code to catch-up in time to continue. Although GOTHIC typically
runs with larger time steps than WC/T, the code interface logic has been constructed such that
this is not a requirement, as a more complicated containment model could potentially run with
very small time steps.
WCAP-17721-P does not document a requirement for setting the maximum time step size for
each of the codes, because the interface was written to be able to work properly regardless of
the time step size of the WC/T and GOTHIC processes.
The representative runs documented in Sections 5.3 and 6.1 use a GOTHIC maximum time
step which is [
]ac. The first of the
representative cases is a double-ended pump sUction (DEPS) LOCA with minimum safety
injection (SI). The time step sizes are primarily [
]a~c for
GOTHIC and WC/T, respectively. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the time steps used in WC/IT
and GOTHIC for the DEPS Min SI case. The double-ended cold leg (DECL) and double-ended
hot leg (DEHL) runs presented in Section 6.1 of WCAP-1 7721-P yielded similar time step sizes
for WC/T and GOTHIC. Results from these cases were presented in WCAP-17721-P.
In order to demonstrate the null-effect of reducing the GOTHIC maximum timestep size, the
DEPS Min SI case was run again with a GOTHIC maximum time step size of [
I,,
consistent with the maximum WC/T time step size. Figure 2 compares the GOTHIC and WC/T
time step sizes from this sensitivity case.
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Figure 1: Comparison of WC/T and GOTHIC Time Step Size from the Representative DEPS LOCA Case
Presented in WCAP-17721-P

_~a_

Figure 2: Comparison of WC/T and GOTHIC Time Step Size from the Sensitivity Case with the Reduced
Maximum GOTHIC Time Step Size
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A comparison of the primary figure of merit, peak containment pressure, is shown in Figure 3.
Visually, the figure shows little to no difference in results with the reduced GOTHIC time step
size. A finer look at the data reveals that the containment pressure remains within [ ]a.c psi of
the results presented in the topical report.
Figure 4 shows that the vapor temperature is initially slightly higher than the reduced time step
case for the first couple seconds, but then levels out for approximately 2000 seconds before the
sensitivity case calculates a higher temperature. The long term vapor temperature from the
reduced time step case never reaches more than [
]a.COF above the base case results.
Differences in the sump temperature are as large as [ ]"O0 F in the first 10 seconds, but beyond
150 seconds the sump temperatures remain within [ ]a CoF of the results shown in the topical
report shown in Figure 5.
The instantaneous break releases, Figure 6 through Figure 9, are much harder to compare
because of the oscillatory nature of results from WC/T therefore a comparison of integrated
break mass releases is also included in Figure 10. The integrated break releases of the
sensitivity case always remain within less than [ ]ac of the base case. Please note that the
break flow is calculated as a negative value because of the GOTHIC flow path orientation. The
minimal differences between these two cases demonstrate that even if the GOTHIC DTMAX is
reduced to the WC/T DTMAX the effect on the transient results is negligible.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Calculated Containment Pressure between the Representative DEPS LOCA
Case presented in WCAP-17721-P and the Sensitivity Case with the Reduced Maximum GOTHIC Time
Step Size
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Figure 4: Comparison of Calculated Containment Temperature between the Representative DEPS LOCA
Case presented in WCAP-17721-P and the Sensitivity Case with the Reduced Maximum GOTHIC Time
Step Size
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Figure 5: Comparison of Calculated Sump Temperature between the Representative DEPS LOCA Case
presented in WCAP-1 7721-P and the Sensitivity Case with the Reduced Maximum GOTHIC Time Step
Size
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Figure 6: Comparison of Calculated Vapor Break Flow from the Pump Side of the Break between the
Representative DEPS LOCA Case presented in WCAP-1 7721 -P and the Sensitivity Case with the
Reduced Maximum GOTHIC Time Step Size
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WCAP-17721-P DEPS Min Case
Reduced GOTHIC Maximum Time Step
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Figure 7: Comparison of Calculated Vapor Break Flow from the Steam Generator Side of the Break
between the Representative DEPS LOCA Case presented in WCAP-1 7721-P and the Sensitivity Case
with the Reduced Maximum GOTHIC Time Step Size
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Figure 8: Comparison of Calculated Liquid Break Flow from the Pump Side of the Break between the
Representative DEPS LOCA Case presented in WCAP-1 7721-P and the Sensitivity Case with the
Reduced Maximum GOTHIC Time Step Size
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Figure 9: Comparison of Calculated Liquid Break Flow from the Steam Generator Side of the Break
between the Representative DEPS LOCA Case presented in WCAP-17721-P and the Sensitivity Case
with the Reduced Maximum GOTHIC Time Step Size
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Figure 10: Comparison of the Integrated Total Break Flow between the Representative DEPS LOCA
Case presented in WCAP-1 7721-P and the Sensitivity Case with the Reduced Maximum GOTHIC Time
Step Size
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One additional sensitivity case was completed to further demonstrate that even ifthe GOTHIC
DTMAX is reduced below the WC/T DTMAX the impact on the results is still negligible. The
calculated peak containment pressure and vapor temperature are equal to the previous
sensitivity case results where the maximum time step size is equal in both of the codes. The
maximum calculated liquid temperature is within [ ]OF of the base case. Figure 11 compares
the time step size used in each of the transients. Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 compare
the figures of merit.
It has been demonstrated that transient results from the coupled codes are not sensitive to time
step size.
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Figure 11: Comparison of WC/T and GOTHIC Time Step Size from the Sensitivity Case where the
Maximum GOTHIC Time Step Size << the Maximum WCIT Time Step Size
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Figure 12: Comparison of Calculated Containment Pressure between the Representative DEPS LOCA
Case presented in WCAP-17721-P and the Sensitivity Cases with Reduced Maximum GOTHIC Time
Step Sizes
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Figure 13: Comparison of Calculated Containment Vapor Temperature between the Representative
DEPS LOCA Case presented in WCAP-1 7721-P and the Sensitivity Cases with Reduced Maximum
GOTHIC Time Step Sizes
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Figure 14: Comparison of Calculated Containment Liquid Temperature between the Representative
DEPS LOCA Case presented in WCAP-1 7721-P and the Sensitivity Cases with Reduced Maximum
GOTHIC Time Step Sizes
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SCVB-RAI-7: 24-hr Containment Pressure
Figure 6-2 shows that the containment pressure, especially for double-ended pump suction
(DEPS) case, is rising after 5000 sec. Provide 24-hour (86400 seconds) containment response
for both DEPS (Section 5.3) and double-ended hot leg (DEHL) (Section 5.4) cases. Provide the
analysis procedure (methodology) to assure the adequacy of containment heat removal system
by demonstrating, for example, that the containment pressure will be below 50% of peak
pressure after 24-hour into LOCA (NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan 6.2.2," "Containment
Heat Removal Systems.").
Westin-ghouse Response
The LOCA M&E calculation for the long-term equipment qualification (EQ) application is biased
to maximize the calculated long-term containment pressure and temperature. The biasing for
this application is described in Section 4.2 of WCAP-17721-P and the corresponding
containment response for the DEPS, DECL, and DEHL cases is shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2.
As shown in Figure 6-1, the calculated pressure for the DEHL case increases the fastest during
blowdown phase, but continues to decrease after the end of blowdown and becomes less than
the DEPS and DECL cases after about 300 seconds.
After the end of blowdown, the LOCA M&E releases for the DEHL case will always be lower
than the DEPS and DECL cases because [
]a,c.

Therefore, the calculated containment pressure for the DEHL case will always

be lower than the DEPS or DECL cases within a short period of time after the end of blowdown.
This is confirmed in Figure 6-2. Figure 6-2 also shows that the calculated pressure for the DEPS
and DECL cases is less than 50% of the peak by 3000 seconds, but starts trending upward just
before 5000 seconds.
Figure 6-12 in Section 6.2 shows that the calculated pressure for the DEPS case levels off at
about 33 psia, which is still less than 50% of the peak pressure, then continues to trend
downward out to 50000 seconds as the core decay heat continues to decrease. As shown in
Figure 15, this case was extended to 24 hours to demonstrate that the containment pressure
would remain less than 50% of the peak at 24 hours after the LOCA event.
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Figure 15: Long-term Containment Pressure for DEPS LOCA
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SCVB-RAI-8: 24-hr Integrated Mass and Energy Release via Break
Please provide the integrated mass and energy release from break up to 24-hour (86400
seconds) for Figures 5-7 and 5-8; similarly, for DEHL case (Section 5.4).
Westinghouse Response
The integrated mass and energy release comparison for the DEPS case has been extended out
to 24 hours and is shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17. After 5400 seconds (the end of the WC/IT
calculation), the DEPS case mass and energy releases are calculated following the method that
is described in Section 4.2 of WCAP-17721-P. The integrated mass release comparison shows
that the mass release from WC/IT remains higher than the benchmark case after about 1000
seconds. This is because WC/T calculates the recirculation time to begin about 300 seconds
later than the time that was assumed in the benchmark case. The integrated energy release
comparison shows that the energy release from WCIT is lower than the benchmark until about
20000 seconds. This is because WC/T calculates lower steam generator and metal energy
release rates than were assumed in the benchmark case. Because the initial stored energy in
the WC/T model is slightly higher than the benchmark case, the integrated energy release
remains slightly higher after 20000 seconds.
The DEHL mass and energy releases for the benchmark case are only available through the
end of blowdown. Therefore, a long-term comparison of the integrated DEHL mass and energy
release cannot be made.
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Figure 16: Integrated DEPS LOCA Mass Release Comparison
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Figure 17: Integrated DEPS LOCA Energy Release Comparison
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SCVB-RAI-9: Conservatism of Calculated Containment Pressure Peak
Use the sample cases in Sec. 5.3 or 6.1 as examples to provide the order of magnitude of the
conservatism of containment peak pressure by assuming that the conservatism is completely
due to the mass and energy release calculation with WCAP-17721, Revision 0, methodology.
Westinchouse ResDonse
In order to quantify the amount of loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) containment peak pressure
margin due to conservatisms in WCAP-17221-P, two additional break cases were created for
the large dry representative plant. These cases are based on those presented in
WCAP-17721-P Sections 5.3 and 6.1, except that the LOCA M&E model conservatism has
been removed in the following ways:

]a,c

The majority of the operating plants in the PWR fleet have large dry containment designs.
These are typically limited by the double-ended, hot leg (DEHL) blowdown peak containment
pressure. As shown in Figure 18, the blowdown peak pressure of the DEHL LOCA case with the
LOCA M&E model conservatism removed has over [ ]a,c psi of margin and the pressure is as
much as [ ]a,c psi lower. A comparison of the peak calculated pressures is presented in Table 4.
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Table 4: Summary of Results from the DEHL Cases
Description
Containment Pressure (psia)

Base Case
59.36

Nominal Case I

Difference
1a,c

Figure 18 compares the containment pressure for a 600 second DEHL LOCA transient.

Figure 18: Containment Pressure Comparison for.DEHL LOCAX:
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A double-ended pump suction (DEPS) LOCA transient with minimum safety injection (SI) flows
case was run with the same LOCA M&E model conservatisms removed as the previous DEHL
case. The results in Table 5 show that there is approximately [
]" in peak pressure
margin as compared to the case presented in WCAP-17721-P. The long term calculation
]ac
demonstrates an increased pressure margin is primarily due to the [
(Figure 19).
Table 5: Summary of Results from the DEPS Min Sl Cases
Description
Containment Pressure (psia)

Base Case I Nominal Case
1
56.58

Difference
]a,c

Figure 19 compares the containment pressure for the first 600 seconds of a 5000 second
transient.

Figure 19: Containment Pressure Comparison for DEPS LOCA with Minimum SI Flow Rates
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The limiting ice condenser case was also run with the same LOCA M&E model conservatisms
were removed as described for the large, dry containment design.
The peak pressure and temperatures of the DEPS LOCA with Minimum SI flow case show that
there is over [ ]a,c psi margin on the peak calculated pressure. The larger benefits are seen in
the long-term transient effects. The nominal case extends the time to melt out the ice and
maintains a lower containment pressure for a longer duration. A summary of the peak calculated
pressure and temperatures is seen in Table 6.
Table 6: Summary of Results from the DEPS Min SI Cases in an Ice Condenser Containment
Description

I Containment Pressure (psiq)

1

Base Case Nominal Case
I
8.402

Difference
5ac

Figure 20 compares the containment pressure for a 20,000 second transient.

Figure 20: Containment Pressure Comparison for DEPS LOCA with Minimum SI Flow Rates in an Ice
Condenser Containment
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Note that the LOCA M&E model conservatisms that were removed for these sensitivity cases
are based solely on the conservatisms that are explicitly stated in WCAP-17721-P Section 4.1.
Many inputs to a LOCA M&E analysis are specified by various entities within Westinghouse,
and in many cases utilities specify the input. For example, if containment pressure margin was
needed in a licensing basis analysis, efforts may be made to recalculate SI flows with less
conservative assumptions. Though not directly a WC/T input, another example could be less
restrictive heat exchanger (HX) performance provided by the utilities which would yield cooler
recirculation SI.
In summary, approximately [
]a.c of margin are available in the WCAP-1 7721-P
peak pressure cases for the large dry and ice condenser plants, respectively, based on
remaining conservatism from inputs [
]ac. However, it is expected a
licensing basis calculation, which relies on many inputs external to the analysis, could yield
additional margin.
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SCVB-RAI-10: Limitation of Containment Modeling for WCAP-1 7721, Revision 0,
Methodology
Provide the limitations on the containment model in order to employ the coupling methodology
between WCOBRA/TRACT (sic) and GOTHIC as described in WCAP-17721, Revision 0. Note
that Table 5-2 indicates that the containment is modeled as one single lumped volume. Will the
multi-volume containment model not be applicable to the methodology?
Westinghouse Response
The only potential limitation on the type of GOTHIC containment model that could be coupled
with WCIT would be associated with the time step size selection. The time step size selection
logic that is used in GOTHIC is independent from the time step size selection logic that is used
in WC/T. Typically, the time step size that would be used in a GOTHIC single lumped parameter
volume containment model would be much larger than the time step size that would be used in
a WC/T model. [
]a'c'lt is possible that the time step size for a multi-node lumped parameter or distributed

parameter GOTHIC model could be smaller than the one selected in a WC/T model. However,
the response to SCVB-RAI-6 provides the results of two sensitivity cases that demonstrate the
coupled GOTHIC containment code results are not affected by the time step size selection logic.
Therefore, there are no known limitations on the type of GOTHIC containment model that could
be used to employ the coupling methodology with WC/T.
]ac

to calculate the containment response in parallel with the LOCA M&E releases.
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SCVB-RAI-1 1: Conformance of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.203, "Transient and Accident
Analysis Methods."
Please justify the applicability of WCAP-12945-P-A, "Code Qualification Document for Best
Estimate LOCA Analysis," March 1998, to the demonstration of WCAP-17721, Revision 0,
conforming to RG 1.203, "Transient and Accident Analysis Methods." Note that all development
and assessment made in WCAP-12945-P-A is focused on the figure-of-merit of peak cladding
temperature (PCT) while the expecting development and assessment for WCAP-17721,
Revision 0, is known to be the figure-of-merit of the peak of containment temperature and
pressure. The timing (order of 100 seconds) and thermal-hydraulic conditions (reflood phase)
determining PCT are not necessarily the same as those for peak containment temperature and
pressure (i.e., order of 10 and 1000 seconds for blowdown and post-reflood phase,
respectively). An equivalent code qualification document for TR WCAP-17721, Revision 0, is
expected to be developed and assessed with respect to the peak containment temperature and
pressure, or, at least, the corresponding mass and energy release.
Westinghouse Response
Regulatory Guide 1.203 describes a process that the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) staff considers acceptable for use in developing and assessing evaluation models that
will be used for analyzing design basis accidents as described in Chapter 15 of the Standard
Review Plan (NUREG-0800). This RAI questions whether key aspects of RG 1.203 are
adequately documented for the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) Mass and Energy (M&E)
methodology described in WCAP-17721-P. The basis of the question is largely focused on
whether the code validation that was used to assess the figures of merit for a large break LOCA
to demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR 50.46 can be applied to the generation of LOCA M&E
input for the containment integrity analyses.
It is recognized that the figures of merit for a LOCA analysis meant to validate the ECCS
performance (i.e., ensure compliance with peak cladding temperature and maximum local
oxidation, along with other criteria as identified in 10 CFR 50.46), and a LOCA analysis meant to
assess containment integrity (i.e., peak containment pressure and equipment qualification
requirements), are different. For legacy methods this has led to different emphasis on the
conservative biases applied to the physical modelling (e.g., bias modelling to obtain minimum
containment backpressure for ECCS performance calculations, versus bias modelling to obtain
maximum containment backpressure for containment integrity).
With the advent and successful licensing of realistic LOCA analysis codes, an alternate
approach is to use a mechanistic code to provide the realistic system response to a given set of
inputs, while biasing the inputs to ensure a conservative calculation of the LOCA M&E release.
It is acknowledged that the goal of a completely realistic calculation of the complex phenomena
associated with a large break LOCA cannot be perfectly realized. Therefore, it is important that
the imperfections in the code calculation of the key parameters affecting the figures of merit be
quantified via comparisons with applicable data, and the consequences explained. In this
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manner, any biases (conservative or non-conservative, depending on the figure of merit) can be
clearly explained in the context of the given application.
From Section 2 of WCAP-17721-P, the following high ranked phenomena have been identified
for the LOCA M&E application. Each of these is considered to be realistic or appropriately
biased to be used with the WCOBRA/TRAC (WC/T) code for calculation of the LOCA M&E
release, as explained in the following.
Break Flow - As discussed in Section 2.1 of WCAP-17721-P, the break flow model in WC/T
has been compared with relevant data from the Marviken facility, and is considered to be an
appropriate predictor of critical flow. The critical flow model is important during the blowdown
phase of the transient. Section 25 of WCAP-12945-P-A addresses code and experiment
accuracy according to Step 9 of the Code Scaling, Applicability and Uncertainty (CSAU)
methodology 1 . Step 9 of the CSAU methodology is similar to Step 14 of RG 1.203, where
assessment of code accuracy is considered. Section 25-2 of WCAP-12945 focuses on the
critical flow comparisons to test data, specifically the Marviken separate effects tests. As
described in WCAP-17721-P, Figure 25-2-1 indicates

]ax. The WC/T

break flow model has been shown to generally agree well with the Marviken test data.
For the LOCA M&E application to PWR analyses, the RCS volume is [
]a c and
uncertainties on RCS temperature are skewed in the conservative direction to maximize the
blowdown M&E release. Therefore, the WC/T break flow model with these input biases provides
an adequately conservative prediction of the LOCA M&E release.
This response also addresses Set 2 RAI 2.3.
Core Stored Energy Release - As explained in Section 2.2 of WCAP-1 7721-P, the initial core
stored energy is biased conservatively (high) via inputs for the LOCA M&E application.
Decay Heat - The figure of merit between LOCA M&E (containment pressure) and LOCA PCT
(peak cladding temperature) differ; however, high decay heat is conservative in both
applications. As explained in Section 2.3 of WCAP-17721-P, the inputs required to specify the
decay heat model in WC/T are biased very conservatively, unless otherwise specified in a plant-

1

NUREG/CR-5249, Rev. 4, "Quantifying Reactor Safety Margins, Application of Code, Scaling,
Applicability, and Uncertainty Evaluation Methodology to a Large Break, Loss-of-Coolant Accident,"
December 1989
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specific application. The key inputs for decay heat in the ANS-1 979 model are fuel burnup and
fuel enrichment. Values are typically selected that would bound plant operation.
In the event a more realistic treatment is taken for a plant-specific application, then the applicant
would have to clearly describe the approach. Cycle specific checks would have to be made to
verify plant operation would not violate the LOCA M&E decay heat modelling assumptions.
Reflood Heat Transfer- Section 2.4 of WCAP-17721-P summarizes the performance of the
WC/T reflood heat transfer predictions, and references WCAP-12945-P-A. For the reflood heat
transfer assessment, WCAP-12945-P-A contains WC/T simulations of experiments in five
separate effects test facilities (Volume 2) and three integral effects test facilities (Volume 3).
Although the focus of the assessments was the LOCA PCT application, data useful relative to
the LOCA M&E application is presented. From the perspective of LOCA M&E releases, the
most relevant conclusion is that

]a,c

[],c can be observed in Table 7 below, which
summarizes the WC/T reflood test comparisons from WCAP-12945-P-A. It should be noted that

[

Ia,c
This response also addresses Set 2 RAI 2.5 and Set 2 RAI 2.6.

Table 7: WCOBRA/TRAC CQD Test Comparison
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Sac
Upper Plenum Entrainment/De-Entrainment and Condensation - The discussion in
Section 2.5 of WCAP-17221-P is similar to the Reflood Heat Transfer discussion directly above.
The CCTF tests (Section 14-2 of WCAP-12945-P-A) provide good integral test data relative to
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these upper plenum phenomena because it includes 4 loops, a full length core, and simulated
upper plenum construction. As indicated above in Table 7, the WC/T model [

]a,c.

WCAP-12945-P-A Section 14-2-6-1 in particular describes how WC/T [

]a.c

This response also addressed Set 2 RAI 2.7.
Hot Leg Condensation - This phenomenon is ranked high after the transfer from cold leg to
hot leg recirculation. As noted in Section 2.6 of WCAP-17721-P, the transfer to hot leg
recirculation is not considered in the WC/T LOCA M&E model. Hot leg recirculation would
condense most, if not all, of the core steam release going through the broken loop (especially
long term), and reverse the direction of core flow. Therefore, modelling of this phenomenon has
been neglected in the WCAP-17721-P methodology to conservatively maximize the steam
release from the RCS to containment.
Hot Leg Entrainment/De-Entrainment - This phenomenon is ranked high in Section 2.7 of
WCAP-17221-P because of its relationship to the liquid droplet transport from the core to the
steam generator (via the upper plenum and the hot leg). In the WC/T model,

].C,

which enhances secondary to primary heat transfer.

Appendix A of WCAP-1 2945-P-A provides a discussion of loop flow characteristics in pages
A-38 through A-40 for the CCTF Test 62. The overall conclusion is that [
Ia,c
In response to Set 2 RAI 2.8, hot leg entrainment and de-entrainment were high ranked
phenomena because
]a.c. Subsequent WC/T studies indicated that

a,c

Steam Generator Heat Transfer - Secondary to primary heat transfer is ranked high for the
long term period. As noted in Sections 2.8 and 3.2 of WCAP-17721-P, the WC/T calculated
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steam generator secondary fluid temperature decreases faster than the FLECHT-SEASET test
data. This indicates that the model over predicts this phenomenon. This is conservative for the
LOCA M&E release calculation.
Cold Leg/Accumulator Condensation - The UPTF experiments included a test designed to
examine steam/water mixing in the cold legs and downcomer. This is documented as UPTF
Test 8 in Sections 14-4-12 through 14-4-14 of WCAP-12945-P-A. Figures 14-4-175 through
14-4-178 indicate that WC/T provides a [
]ac indicating realistic prediction of interfacial heat
transfer and condensation. UPTF Test 8 Figures 14-4-167 and 14-4-168 show the relatively
constant steam flow rate of approximately 100 kg/s and the varying ECCS injection rates, which
range from 150 kg/s to 600 kg/s. These test conditions indicate that WC/T is capable of
modelling steam/water mixing consistent with test data over a significant range of steam flow to
ECCS flow ratios, including those applicable to the post reflood portion of a LOCA transient.
This response also addresses Set 2 RAI 2.9 and Set 2 RAI 2.20.
Downcomer Condensation - Tests that do not model a forced reflood condition (i.e. no
blocked downcomer) are the most useful for validation of the modelling of this phenomenon.
UPTF Test 8 (WCAP-12945 Sections 14-4-12 through 14-4-14) provides the best basis for
condensation performance comparisons. Phase A is the relevant part of Test 8 to this
discussion, as Phase B considers hot leg recirculation which is not modelled in the WC/T LOCA
M&E methodology. Figures 14-4-177 and 14-4-178 show measured and predicted fluid
temperatures near the vessel in Loop 2, downstream of the safety injection location. The
measured and predicted fluid temperatures [
]ac.

The liquid slug formation cycle as described in

Section 14-4-12 is allowing a non-equilibrium mixture, consisting of saturated steam and
subcooled water, to enter the downcomer. These conditions will provide significant
condensation in the downcomer. Condensation is not a parameter that can be directly
measured in the test facilities, so the condensation performance must be compared in a
somewhat qualitative manner.

]ac.

Therefore, this

phenomenon is adequately predicted by WC/T through the reflood phase. The accumulator and
safety injection input parameters are conservatively biased for the long-term LOCA M&E
release calculation, as described in Section 2.10 of WCAP-17721-P.
This response also addresses Set 2 RAI 2.21.
Downcomer Stored Energy Release - The WC/T vessel heat transfer package breaks up wall
heat transfer models into two large categories based on local fluid flow and wall temperature
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conditions, as discussed in WCAP-12945-P-A Sections 3 and 6. The first of these is the 'hot
wall' flow regime, which is selected when a heated surface (i.e., nuclear or heater rod) is
present and the wall surface temperature exceeds the critical heat flux temperature. This is
largely observed in the core on the fuel rod outer surfaces during the reflood phase of the
transient. The second flow regime is referred to as 'normal wall' or 'cold wall,' where the wall
surface is able to be fully wetted. This is typically the situation for the bulk of downcomer metal
heat transfer to the primary fluid where the heat transfer mode may be nucleate boiling in a
saturated environment or nucleate boiling in a subcooled liquid environment, both effective
means of heat transfer. The contribution of downcomer stored energy is considered to be
conservative for both the LOCA M&E and PCT calculations. Removing stored RCS metal
energy rapidly results in a high steam generation rate and accordingly a high RCS break energy
release rate. The generation of steam in the downcomer, while conservative for the LOCA M&E
calculation, is also conservative for PCT
].c. UPTF Test 25 was initiated with superheated vessel wall and
barrel/baffle metal. The test pressure in the vessel varied between 240 kPa and 320 kPa
(35 psia and 46 psia) according to Figures 14-4-144 and 14-4-145, with corresponding
saturation temperatures of 1260C and 1350C (2590 F to 275 0 F). The measured and predicted
fluid temperatures shown in Figures 14-4-16 through 14-4-149 are

a,c

This response also addresses Set 2 RAI 2.1.
'Loop Flow Split - The loop flow split, or the ratio of steam exiting the core into -the intact,
loop(s) versus the broken loop, is dictated by differences in the loop flow resistances. The most
significant flow resistances occur in the steam generators and the pumps.
Ia,c
Just after transient initiation, the pumps will trip and begin to coast down according to the
homologous curves, which account for the various flow conditions that may exist in each loop
(e.g. forward flow, reverse flow, two phase). This model is described in WCAP-12945-P-A
Section 9-4. Relative to transient test data, WCAP-12945-P-A Figures 14-1-18 and 14-1-19
indicate that WC/T accurately predicts the broken loop hot leg flow rate for the LOFT blowdown
for tests L2-5 and LB-1 (tests with tripped pumps). Figures 14-1-26 and 14-1-27 indicate
reasonable agreement for measured and predicted intact cold leg flow rates for L2-5 and LB-1,
respectively. This agreement indicates that the WC/T calculated core exit flow split is acceptable
relative to applicable test data.
The steam generator flow resistances are based on the amount of fluid entering the steam
generators from the core, which is typically a relatively high quality two phase mixture. The
steam generator secondary fluid temperature is much higher than the RCS fluid temperature
after blowdown. Until the steam generator secondary fluid temperatures equilibrate with the
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primary side temperature, liquid entering the tubes will boil. This will create a large volume of
steam and the associated pressure drop will be based on the loss coefficient input values. As
the transient progresses, the amount of steam and water exiting the core changes, and the
steam generators progressively cool down. These parameters vary dynamically as the transient
progresses, and the associated ratio of intact and broken loop flow is considered to vary
appropriately.
In very long term WC/T LOCA M&E calculations, there is the potential for liquid to enter the
intact loop seals. This phenomenon, referred to as loop seal plugging, is described in
WCAP-17721-P Section 2.13. While loop seal plugging affects loop flow resistances and thus
the loop flow split, it is considered to be realistic.
This response also addresses Set 2 RAI 2.22.
Conclusion - In summary, the previous code assessments documented in WCAP-12945-P-A
for the LOCA PCT calculation also provide an adequate assessment of the WC/T code from the
perspective of the LOCA mass and energy release calculation. For the most part, the
predictions can be considered realistic or conservative for the LOCA M&E application when
biased appropriately. A conservative LOCA M&E analysis result is obtained by conservatively
biasing the code inputs. Where the predictions of important phenomena are biased, they are
adequate and appropriate for use in mass and energy release calculations. WCAP-12945-P-A,
as supplemented by WCAP-17721-P, serves as an appropriate vehicle for documenting the
informational needs identified in RG 1.203.
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